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ABOUT
Discover

Owning a car is a thing of the past! Driverless and 
completely autonomous vehicles are the future of 
personal and commercial transportation. 


While driving your own car is fun and gives a 
sense of freedom, it demands so much of our 
attention and also costs a lot.


Amigo is an initiative to bring more efficient and 
affordable autonomous Robo-Taxies in 
high-density urban areas, where car ownership is 
very expensive.  



PROBLEM
Discover

“ People need more 
sustainable, affordable, and 
safer modes of transport to 
save their money and time.    “



THE GOAL
Discover

EMPATHIZE

Discover how people use ride 
sharing apps and car-owner costs.

Finding out issues with existing ride 
sharing taxi services in cities will provide 
significant insights about the problem, 
and how people remediated it.

DEFINE

Explore and understand the target 
market.

The main goal of this process is to find 
what motivate users , their goals, and 
their pain points. Determining these 
crucial aspects will give us a clear picture 
of how to build trust and fill user’s needs.

DESIGN

Ideate & craft a solution that is 
accesible and meets user needs.

Based on the qualitative and quantitaitve 
research results, and determining the 
user needs and motivation - coming up 
with an answer to those needs.



USER 

INTERVIEWS

DISCOVER



INTERVIEW 

METHOD

For my user interviews I found the 
best questions that addressed 
what a ride sharing service offers 
and it’s limitations.

I surveyed about 27 participants 
with Google forms who have lots 
to little experience in using 
services like Uber, Lyft etc. The 
demographics were between 
18-65+, male and female, single 
and with family.



AFFINITY


MAPPING



FINDINGS Goals and motivations

Pain Points

• Ride to reach destination without driving on their own.


• Ride-sharing app services saves a lot on parking tickets in downtown 
areas.


• Can do other things while reaching destination ex: texting, audiobook, 
assignments, etc. 


• App makes lives easier to book a ride quickly.


• Carpooling, Discounts and Promos help save a lot of money.     


• Talkative Drivers/No Privacy is the major pain point of most of the users. 


• In some areas saftey of passengers can be a major concern.


• Poor customer service really puts people off to take ride sharing services.


• Many had issues with their app not accurately mapping them and the 
driver accidentally would stop few blocks away to find the customer.


• During peak hours the wait times can be more than 30 mins.


• People mentioned having too many ads and unncessary notifications a 
detterent to install some app on their phones.


• A two way journey can be expensive costing over $30 a day. 


 



PERSONAS

DISCOVER



Primary Persona

Maria is a young working 
professional who loves 
socializing with people and is 
always on the go. 


While travelling, she prefers 
having minimal distractions 
and always likes to be on time 
for events, gym, and work.


*Majority of respondents were in the same age range 
of 25-34.





LEARNINGS

Prior to user interviews I planned to implement a completely 
autonomous vehicle for the ride service. However, I found out that 
people still prefer having a steering wheel which can give them 
control under uncertain circumstances like flood, fire, accidents, 
blizzards, etc. So learning about this one aspect made me shift my 
focus in building the trust between the user and vehicle as a number 
one priority within the app ecosystem. 

Users had placed a very high significance in video tutorials  about 
learning how to safely ride with an autonomous car, showing 
maintenance records, other people’s experiences or testimonials, and 
how to act in an event of emergency.

Almost all the the 27 survey respodents preferred having an AI assistant 
or Mascot to help them answer questions and helping them navigate 
quickly. 



COMPETITION
DISCOVER

Though all companies have unique offerings 
for their users, according to my analysis 
and research Uber is truly ahead of their 
competition. 


They offer everything except specialized AI 
and in-car entertainment offerings. 



MVP
DEFINE 

Using the MoSCoW method, I’ve successfully 
narrowed down the essential features that 
are relevant to the users of the Amigo App.

Must-have 

initiatives

Should-have 

initiatives

Could-have 

initiatives

Will not have 

(Yet)

• Apps for both Android and iOS.


• Pullover feature for safety and emergencies.


• Home, Work and other favourite locations for quick access. 


• Share trip progress with friends and family.


• Multiple payment options for customers to pay for the services.


• Booking rides via sms when offline.


• AI voice assitant to help answer questions, select destination and reroutes.


• Support button inside the car and app to get quick help. 



USER FLOWS

DEFINE 



INFORMATION 

ARCHITECTURE

DEFINE 



SKETCHES &  

WIREFRAMES

DESIGN



LO-FI WIREFRAMES



USABILITY TESTING
DESIGN

I performed Guerrilla Usability Testing on 
users that fit my target market and gave 
them the task scenario of 

“ You have to meet a friend at 251 7 Ave N, 
Saskatoon, for a coffee. Use the Amigo app to 
request a ride. ”



HI-FI WIREFRAMES & 

MAIN USER FLOW

A M I G O
D r i v e r l e s s  T a x i

Sign up

Log in

Welcome Log in Dashboard Menu
Request 

Ride
Start 
Trip



FINDINGS
Onboarding

Jozo
S h o w  s o m e   

c a r s  a r o u n d  
t h e  m a p .

Scanner could 
be more 
modern 
looking

Julie Fonts are 
too small

Home, Work,  
Favourite 

buttons could 
to be bigger

Reduce fade 
animations

Trupti

Elements 
could have 
more space

Need to show 
t ime of arrival  
so know how 
long to wait .

Sign up / 


Log in
Dashboard Request Ride QR Scanner Start Ride

Based on the usability 
test results, users went 
through the sign up and 
login process without any 
issues. However, it was 
clear that the size of the 
fonts, fade animations 
and lack of movement on 
the dashboard caused a 
bit of confusion to about 
60% of the users. 



LEARNINGS The tiny fonts were causing the 
most confusion in the UI design. It 
was possibly due to the use of an 
iPhone SE for the prototype 
testing. It also impacted the button 
sizes and some of them were very 
hard to click.

QR scanner felt very primitive in 
design and felt like it wasn't part of 
the UI. Most users preferred using 
their own camera app to scan the 
cars in parking lots.

The majority of the users wanted a 
quicker way to add new addresses 
to their list of favorites. They 
preferred searching for the 
address and tapping a star or 
heart icon to save it in the list. 

Some fade animations triggered 
various emotions on users' 
sensitivity to motion. 2 out of 5 
participants felt irritation, 
frustration, and anxiety with the 
unnecessary movements. 

Button touch accuracy was another 
major issue, especially with smaller 
screens. Users would get very 
frustrated using the back, close, 
and hamburger menu buttons. 



USER FLOWS

DEFINE REVISED



REVISED 
PROTOTYPES

DESIGN

AMIGO in-car dashboard interface

Based off the usability test results, I 
revised the user flow and added extra 
features to make the process clearer 
and more accessible to users.



PROBLEM

Searching the address Favorite added

While searching for an address 
using the quick access/search 
button, users wanted an efficient 
way to add the address to their 
favorites. They seek to reduce the 
redundancy of going back and 
forth to the settings page. 

On the ride search event, I added a 
small heart symbol for quick action. 
Once clicked, it gave users a 
confirmation message and a button 
below to quickly request a ride. Thus 
reducing redundant tasks and 
providing users with a better flow. 

SOLUTION



PROBLEM

Old Layout New Layout

The QR scanner looked very 
primitive and confusing as many 
options got crammed in together. It 
looked detached from the other UI 
elements in the app. These factors 
led to poor user experience and 
unclear next steps in the riding 
process. 

After carefully considering the users' 
pain points, I created a clean and 
intuitive UI for the QR scanner page. 
If users need assistance, all they have 
to do is tap at the card below, and a 
text box to enter the car number 
pops up. There is also a link that 
shows users how to use the QR 
scanner. 

SOLUTION



WHAT’S NEXT

DESIGN



Determine and refine the user flows 
and iterate the corresponding pages, 
actions, and interactions. 

Test with more users to find out 
hidden opportunities and implement 
them.

Develop the real app and launch it in 
the market for further testing. 

Reiterate and test until we get to a 
stage where we’ve solved common 
issues.

Determine additional features that 
can enchance the ride service.

PROFIT!

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6
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